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For almost seventeen years, Global Research, together with partner independent media
organizations,  has  sought  Truth  in  Media  with  a  view  to  eventually  “disarming”  the
corporate media’s disinformation crusade.

To reverse the tide, we call upon our readers to participate in an important endeavor.

Global Research has over 50,000 subscribers to our Newsletter.

Our  objective  is  to  recruit  one  thousand  committed  “volunteers”  among  our  50,000
Newsletter subscribers to support the distribution of Global Research articles (email lists,
social media, crossposts). 

Do not send us money. Under Plan A, we call upon our readers to donate 5 minutes a day to
Global Research.

Global  Research  Volunteer  Members  can  contact  us  at  crg.online@yahoo.com  for
consultations  and  guidelines.

If, however, you are pressed for time in the course of a busy day, consider Plan B, Consider
Making a Donation and/or becoming a Global Research Member. 

*     *     *

Dictatorship of the “Free” Market

By Mark Taliano, August 05, 2018

North  America  is  subsisting  beneath  the  bars  of  a  publicly  bailed-out  “free-market”
dictatorship that is killing us all. 

The  system  requires  lies  to  survive,  since  it  only  (temporarily)  benefits  a  tiny,  parasitical
oligarch class, to the detriment of global Life itself.
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Secret Meeting on the Privatization of Nuclear War Held on Hiroshima Day 2003

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, August 05, 2018

What seems to have escaped the numerous media reports on the 2018 NPR is that the
development of “more usable nuclear weapons” had already been put forth in George W.
Bush’s 2001 Nuclear Posture Review, which was adopted by the US Senate in late 2002. In
this  regard,  Senator  Edward Kennedy had accused the Bush Administration for  having
developed  “a  generation  of  more  useable  nuclear  weapons.”  namely  tactical  nuclear
weapons (B61-11 mini-nukes) with an explosive capacity between one third and 6 times
times a Hiroshima bomb.

Why West Fears ‘Made in China: 2025’

By F. William Engdahl, August 05, 2018

The Trump administration has made the Chinese industrial transformation strategy, “Made
in China: 2025,” or simply China 2025 the explicit target of its current trade war offensive
against the Peoples’ Republic. Western industrial leading countries, including Germany, are
understandably alarmed. Only they are ten years late, and until now have foolishly refused
to collaborate with China in key developments, including of the new economic Silk Road or
Belt Road Initiative.

Toxic Silence: Public Officials, Monsanto and the Media

By Colin Todhunter, August 05, 2018

The document discusses the lawsuits that have recently been brought against agrochemical
and seed giant Monsanto, issues surrounding the renewal of the licence for glyphosate (key
ingredient in Monsanto’s multi-billion-dollar, money-spinning herbicide Roundup) in the EU,
rising rates of  illness and disease (linked to glyphosate and other  agrochemicals),  the
increasing use of pesticides and the lack of adequate testing and epidemiological studies
pertaining to the cocktail of chemicals sprayed on crops.

An Account From a Doctor on Board the Freedom Flotilla Which Was Hijacked by the Israeli
Navy

By Dr. Swee Ang, August 05, 2018

The last leg of the journey of al-Awda (the boat of return) was scheduled to reach Gaza on
29 July 2018. We were on target to reach Gaza that evening.  There are 22 on board
including crew with USD 15,000 of antibiotics and bandages for Gaza. At 12.31 pm we
received a missed call from a number beginning with +81… Mikkel was steering the boat at
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that time. The phone rang again with the message that we were trespassing into Israeli
waters.

The Rise and Continued Influence of the Neocons. The Project for the New American Century
(PNAC)

By Michael Welch, Robbie Martin, Scott Price, and Mark Robinowitz, August 04, 2018

Politically, the neocons favour a world in which the United States adopts a much more
aggressive military posture, and utilizes its military might to not only contain terrorist and
related threats to its security, but force regime change in regions like the Middle East. They
further take on the task of ‘nation-building’ all in the name of creating a safer world for
‘democracy.’  It  was the neocons who promoted the stratagem of  pre-emptive military
action.
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